TELEVISION
(partial list)

**THE IDOL** (Season 1)
HBO
Dir: Amy Seimetz

**OUTER RANGE** (Season 1)
Amazon Studios
Dir: Amy Seimetz

**THE GIRLFRIEND EXPERIENCE** (Season 2)
Starz!
Creator: Amy Seimetz

FEATURES
(partial list)

*SHE DIES TOMORROW*
Rustic Films
Dir: Amy Seimetz

**THE MAN WITH THE SILVER CASE**
MWSC, LLC
Dir: Colin Best

**PHOENIX FORGOTTEN**
Scott Free Prod./Cinelou
Dir: Justin Barber

**FROM NOWHERE**
No Place for Films
Dir: Matthew Newton

**MAD**
The Orchard
Dir: Robert G. Putka

**THE FRONTIER**
Kino Lorber
Dir: Oren Shai

**PAPERBACK**
The SHO
Dir: Adam Bowers

**THE SIDEWAYS LIGHT**
Factory 25
Dir: Jennifer Harlow

**SUN DON’T SHINE**
Leave Me Like You Found Me
Dir: Adele Romanski

**LEAVE ME LIKE YOU FOUND ME**
Stay Glorious
Dir: Cherie Saulter

**NO MATTER WHAT**
R-Squared Films
Dir: Danny Kuchuck, John Weiner

**CRYPTIC**
Small Form
Dir: Mike Ott

*2021 Film Independent Spirit Award Nominee – Best Cineamtography*

COMMERCIALS/MUSIC VIDEOS
(partial list)


DIRECTORS
(partial list)

Justin Barber, Christine Beebe, Dalila Droge, Mike Jacobs, Henry Kaplan, Mike Ott, Melissa Rossi, Andy Schocken, Cole Schreiber, Matt Sklar, Ryan Simon, C.W. Winter